
Brief report on Visiting Lectureship for three at the Chair of Land Management, 
Munich Technical University Germany. 

By: Uaurika Kahireke 
Background  

The Chair of Land Management at Munich Technical University in Germany, through Dr Pamela 

Duran Diaz invited Mr Uaurika Kahireke from the Department of Land and Property Sciences (DLPS) 

at the Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST) as a visiting lecturer to work on his PhD 

proposal and a joint article. Furthermore, Mr Kahireke was also expected to be a guest in the final 

presentations of the research projects conducted by senior students of the Master’s Programme 

Land Management and Land Tenure.  

This program was facilitated through ADLAND and NELGA, both providing funds for the duration of 

the stay of Kahireke in Germany. The duration was for a total of three (3) weeks from 09/02/2019 – 

28/02/2019.  

Activities in Germany 

1. Mr Kahireke was hosted at the Chair of Land management library and together with other 

Nelga students from Ghana and TUM PHD students used facilities to craft his proposal for 

submission for consideration as a PHD candidate at TUM. 

2. Mr Kahireke also acted as a quest in the final presentations of the research projects 

conducted by senior students of the Master’s Programme Land Management and Land 

Tenure and contributed as expected. Presentations took place on the 18th February and was 

for 13 students.  

3. Discussed possible collaborative research projects for joint articles or other 

publications/conferences in the Land Management/Land Valuation areas.  

Conclusion and the way forward  

A meeting was set with Prof Walter De Vries, but time did not allow for discussions and we are 

hopeful to continue the discussion in the near future as joint sandwich programme and curriculum 

development support activities was planned for the new phase of the ADLAND program subject to 

funding. 
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